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Although Jon Wade said so, he reached into his pocket, took out the mobile phone, turned on the
video recording, and said to Helena: “But your idea is really good. In order to prevent the public from
being concerned about this matter in the future. If there is a misunderstanding, it is better for you to
explain the situation to everyone.”

Helena was not surprised that Jon Wade would do such a thing, so she faced the camera and said with
difficulty: “Hello everyone…I am Helena,…I have been suffering from congenital tetralogy of Fallot
since I was a child. Now that the symptoms are sudden, it may be difficult to get through this barrier…
Those who want to see this video, don’t blame anyone for my death.”

Hearing this, Jon Wade and Mr. wade breathed a sigh of relief at the same time.

At this time, Helena’s eyes blushed and said seriously: “Besides, I want to implore everyone to save my
mother. She is now under house arrest by Princess Olivia of the Nordic royal family!”

Immediately afterwards, Helena was very emotional and angrily rebuked: “In order to force me to
marry the Chinese Wade Family and force me to help the Nordic royal family attract Wade Family’s
funds, she deliberately put my mother under house arrest and used her life. Security is a threat,
forcing me to submit!”

“I hope Olivia can restore my mother’s personal freedom under pressure after seeing this video. At the
same time, I also implore the Nordic government to ensure my mother’s safety…”

Speaking of this, Helena was even more emotional and sternly said: “I also hope that after my death,
the Nordic government can thoroughly investigate the facts of Olivia’s crime! She, a snake-hearted
villain, must not get away with it, let alone become The next queen of Northern Europe! She should be
sent to prison and become a criminal despised by people all over the world!”

Seeing Helena’s emotions, Jon Wade couldn’t help trembling violently. He hurriedly stepped forward
to calm down and said, “Helena, don’t get excited, your body is the most important thing now!”

Helena looked at Jon Wade, smiled sadly, and said: “It’s okay, so be it! After I die, please publish the
entire video, so that it will help me a lot.”

Jon Wade coughed awkwardly, and said: “Cough, cough, it should be, it’s just a matter of effort, by the
way, how do you feel?”

Helena smiled hardly: “I feel like a stalled plane, falling fast, waiting for the moment it falls,
everything will be free…”

Lord wade on the side hurriedly said: “Helena, you still try to persist as much as possible. If you can
persist in Northern Europe, it would be the best. When you arrive in Northern Europe, you may have a
chance to meet your mother again.”

Helena shook her head slightly, and said weakly: “I may not be able to hold on, but you don’t have to
worry. With the video I just recorded, even if I die now, you don’t have to take any responsibility.”



When Lord Wade heard these words, his nervous mood instantly eased a lot.

At this time, the monitor next to Helena issued a harsh warning sound, and Helena’s blood pressure,
heart rate, and blood oxygen indicators were all dropping sharply.

As soon as Director Ghafar saw this situation, he hurriedly shouted to the doctors who were packing
up: “The patient is in a critical condition, get ready for first aid!”

Helena waved her hand hard, and whispered: “No trouble, please leave me this last bit of decent…”

Director Ghafar looked at Lord Wade and asked, “Master, what do you mean?”

Lord Wade sighed and said, “Follow Princess Helena’s wish!”

After speaking, he didn’t want to stay in this kind of depressed rescue room, so he turned and walked
out.

Old people like him are most afraid of this kind of occasion. Even if the person lying there receiving
rescue is not himself, it will always make them unconsciously think of himself.

Seeing that Lord Wade had gone out, Jon Wade hesitated for a moment, and blurted out to Director
Ghafar: “Director Ghafar! I think we must be rescued! Otherwise, in case someone from the Nordic
royal family does an autopsy and finds that we did not try to rescue him at the last moment, he said
Maybe they will use this handle to attack us, saying that our treatment is not effective…”

Speaking of this, Jon Wade said with a grimace: “In that case, aren’t we going to have a fucking
scapegoat on our back?!”
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